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Leo playcard how to use

I have a remote stand on plc-5 that bugs about once a day, and I don't know why. I think the time period on the processor is at zero. Could this be the cause of this problem? Is it possible that noise could be the cause of this problem? Comms problem, bad ASB adapter, power noise, etc. In the processor there are counters that have diagnostics, under the
processor card in Logix 5. You have a replacement adapter, power supply, check the wiring. I'd probably trade out the ASB (set dip switches the same) to check all the cables and make sure there's no hair from the stranded wire touching somewhere else. There is a pattern for the time of day that this happens etc.............. Hard to fix from here, I hope some
of these helps............ Dave Ferguson Control Systems Engineer I've seen similar problems. One of the noise allowed into the system by the timer/counter device incorrectly dyed at both ends from the device to the control box (as opposed to ground-loop theorists who insist otherwise &amp; erroneously). Another place to look is overflow in the registry for the
time-up. To reply here, you need to log in or register. You may also like Robin Mitchell Ben Stepanian by Stephanie Leonida from Sara McCaslin Depending on the regulator, the indication of I/O failure will be displayed in different ways. The controller's I/O indicator (as shown in the following example) flashes green or red. The following table lists common
out-of-report failure codes and corresponding descriptions and recovery methods (if available). Each code is listed as a full hexadecimal number. Errors 16#0000 - 16#00ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#0001 Connection Error. The connection to the module failed. 16#0002 Source not available. Either: ·   there are not enough
connections available for the controller or for the communication module used for the connection. Check the use of the controller or communication module connection. If all connections are used, try releasing some of the connections used or adding another errant connection routing engine. ·   outside, outside, and controller memory. Check the available
outside and memory and make changes to the program or tags if necessary. ·   The target version of the I/V module does not have enough connectivity. Check the number of controllers connecting to this i/O module and verify that the number of connections is within the i/o limits of the module. 16#0005 Connection Request Error: Bad Class The controller is
attempting to establish a connection to the module and an error has occurred. Either: ·   configured address to connect to the module is incorrect. ·   The module being used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the electronic
key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service
attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. If you are using module 1756-DHRIO, verify that the channel type selected in the software (DH+ or remote I/O network) corresponds to the module swivel switch settings. 16#0006 Connection Request Error: Bad Class.
Either: ·   The response buffer is too small to process response data. ·   The module being used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or
compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to
verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0007 Connection Request Error: Wrong Class. The service request is not connected, but should be attached. 16#0008 Service Request Error: An unsupported Service Controller attempts to request a service from a module that does not support the module.
16#0009 Module Configuration Invalid: parameter error. Tip: Additional information about this fault error appears as a hex code on the Connections tab. The module configuration is invalid. The module configuration may have been changed in Data Monitor or programmically. If it is available for the module, go to the Connections tab in the Module Properties
dialog box for additional fault code. The next fault code indicates the configuration parameter that is causing the fault. You may need to fix multiple parameters before you can fix this error and establish the connection correctly. The 16#000A attribute in Get_Attributes_List or Set_Attributes_List has a non-zero state. Either: ·   connection creation is in
progress if the connection type is invalid. ·   object attribute or tag value is invalid. If the object attribute or tag is invalid, export the Logix Designer file and import it again. You will translate the ControlNet network after any re-import. Service 16#000C Error: Invalid mode/state for service request. The controller is attempting to request a service from the module
and an error has occurred. First, verify that the module is not faulted. For an I/O module, this may mean that the module has one of the following conditions: ·   Limited communication but has a major error ·   The firmware update must be complete or in progress. To find out the exact causes, see the Module Information tab. The 16#000D object already exists.
An instance outside the o/v map is created where the instance is already in use. The value of the 16#000E attribute cannot be set. The MSG instruction is configured to change the value of an attribute that cannot be changed. 16#000F Access permission was denied for the requested service. The MSG instruction has been configured to delete a map object
that cannot be deleted. 16#0010 Module mode or state does not allow the object to perform the requested service. The status of the device prevents the service request from processing. 16#0011 Reply data too large. The response to the message has a data size that is too large for the target. Change the target to a tag that can handle the size of the data
and the type returned. 16#0013 Module configuration rejected: Data size is too small. Module configuration is invalid - not enough configuration data has been sent. Verify that the target is the correct module. 16#0014 Undefined or unsupported attribute. The MSG instruction is configured to change an attribute that does not exist. 16#0015 Module
configuration rejected: Data size is too large. Module configuration is invalid - too much configuration data has been sent. Verify that the target is the correct module. Errors 16#0100 - 16#01ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#0100 Connection Request Error: Module in Use. ·   The accessed connection is already in use. Either: ·  
The controller is attempting to establish a specific connection to the module, and the module cannot support more than one of these connections. ·   The destination of the connection recognizes that the owner is trying to redo a connection that is already running. 16#0103 Service Request Error: CIP transport class is not supported. Either: ·   The controller
requests services that the module does not support. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module
options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the module connected to the module does not have the same functions or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support or a service. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the
module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0106 Connection Request Error: Module owned and configured by another controller. The module can accept only one connection if a unicast is used. There is a connection ownership conflict. One of these conditions exists: ·   The connection request to this module was rejected because of a
ownership conflict with another owner (for example, another controller). This can happen with modules, such as output modules, that allow only one owner to configure and control its outputs. This error can also occur if the module is configured as listening only and supports only one connection. ·   If the owner is connected to the module using a Unicast
connection over EtherNet/IP, the other connections to the module fail because the owner controls one connection. If the owner is connected to the module using a multicast connection over EtherNet/IP, the unicast connection to the module fails because the owner controls one connection. Configure the owner's connection as a multicast, even for listening.
16#0107 Connection Request Error: Unknown type. The connection it accesses could not be found. 16#0108 Connection Request Error: Connection type (Multicast/Unicast) is not supported. The controller requests a connection type that the module does not support. One of these conditions exists: ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is
different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. ·   A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible keying options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the
electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. ·   You may have configured the
consumed tag to use a unicast connection, but the production controller does not support unicast connections. 16#0109 Connection Request Error: Invalid Connection Size. Tip: Additional error information for this error appears as the tag name associated with the instance number of the connection that has the error. The connection size is not in line with
expected. Either: ·   the controller is trying to set up a connection with the module and cannot - the connection size is invalid. ·   driver may attempt to connect to a brand on a production controller whose size corresponding to the mark in this driver. ·   The module being used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O
configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. ·   may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible keying options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the
same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. If module 1756 is a ControlNet module, verify that the chassis size is correct. For remote I/O
adapters, make sure that the rack size and/or rack density are correct. 16#0110 Connection Request Error: Module not configured. The controller is attempting to set up a Listen-only connection with the module and cannot— the module has not been configured and connected by the owner (for example, another controller). This controller is not the owner of
this module because it is trying to establish a listening-only connection that requires no module configuration. It cannot connect until the owner first configures and connects to the module. 16#0111 Required packet interval (RPI) out of range. Either: ·   The specified packet required interval (RPI) is invalid for this module or for the module in the path to that
module. To enable RPI from the manufacturer, see the Advanced tab. ·   The module being used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or
compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to
verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. ·   For listening-only connections: The RPI set by the owner of this module is slower than required. Either increase the required RPI or reduce the RPI the owner controller is using. Valid RPI values can be found on the Connections tab of the Module Properties
dialog box. 16#0113 Connection Request Error: Module connection limit exceeded. The number of connections is greater than the number of connections available on Module. The number of connections must be reduced or the hardware must be upgraded. To reduce the number of connections: ·   Change the format of the Flex I/O Comm Format
communication adapter from input or output configuration to rack optimization. When changing the comm format, the adapter must be removed and recreated in the I/O configuration tree. ·   If the configuration uses messaging over ControlNet, group messages to reduce the number that are running at the same time or reduce the number of messages.
Messages (MSG instructions) also use connections. 16#0114 Electronic key mismatch: Electronic key product code mismatch and/or vendor ID mismatch. The product code of the actual hardware module does not match the product code of the module created in the software. Electronic keying failed for this module. It may have a mismatch between the
module created in the software and the actual hardware of the module. 16#0115 Electronic key mismatch: Electronic key product type mismatch. The product type of the actual module hardware does not match the product type of the module created in the software. Electronic keying failed for this module. It may have a mismatch between the module created
in the software and the actual hardware of the module. 16#0116 Electronic key mismatch: Main or minor revision invalid or incorrect. The main and/or minor revisions of the module do not correspond to the main and/or minor revisions of the module created in the software. Verify that you have entered the correct main and minor revisions if you have selected
a compatible module or exact match key. Electronic keying failed for this module. It may have a mismatch between the module created in the software and the actual hardware of the module. 16#0117 Connection Request Error: Invalid Connection Point. Tip: Additional error information for this error appears as the tag name associated with the controller
(C2C) that has the error. The connection is to an invalid port or port that is already in use. One of these conditions exists: ·   Another controller owns this module and is connected to communication formats: I/O modules different from the modules selected by this controller. Verify that the selected communication format is the same as the one chosen by the
first module owner controller. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the
module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the module to which the module is connected does not have the same functions or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree; support the connection or service that was attempted. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches
the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. ·   The controller may be trying to connect to a non-existent tag on the production controller. 16#0118 Module configuration rejected: Format error. An invalid configuration format is used. One of these conditions exists: ·   The specified configuration class does not match the class supported by
the module. ·   The connection instance is not recognized by the module. ·   The path specified for the connection is inconsistent. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the
electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or
service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0119 Connection Request Error: Module not owned. The control connection is not open. If a listen-only connection is required, the control connection is not open. 16#011A Connection Request Error:
Resources outside the connection The controller is attempting to set up a connection with the module and cannot - the requested resources are not available. If module 1756 is a ControlNet module, up to five controllers can perform rack optimization of the connection to the module. Verify that this number has not been exceeded. If the module is adapter
1794-ACN15, 1794-ACNR15 or 1797-ACNR15, only one controller can establish a connection to optimize the rack to the module. Verify that this number has not been exceeded. Errors 16#0200 - 16#02ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#0203 Connection timed out. The owner or originator recognizes that the target device is on a
network or backplane, but I/O data and messages are not answered. In other words, the goal can be achieved, but its answer is not as expected. For example, this error may be reported where Ethernet multicast packets are not returned. When this error occurs, the controller typically attempts to continuously remove and redo the connection. If you are using
FLEX I/O modules, make sure you are using the correct terminal equipment. 16#0204 Connection Request Error: Connection Request Timed Out. The controller is attempting to establish a connection, but the target Isn't responding. The device also appears to be missing from the interface or network. To recover, take the following steps: ·   Verify that the
module has not been removed and that it is still working and receiving power. ·   Verify that the correct slot number has been entered. ·   Verify that the module is properly connected to the network. If you are using FLEX I/O modules, make sure that the correct terminal blocks are in use. 16#0205 Connection Request Error: Invalid parameter. Either: ·   The
controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and received an error — the parameter is incorrect. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test.
This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt.
Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0206 Connection Request Error: The size required is too large. Either: ·   The controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred — the size of the request is too large. ·   The module that is used
(i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option.
Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. Errors
16#0301 - 16#03ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#0301 Connection Request Error: Out of Buffer. One of these conditions may exist: ·   The controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — the module in the path is low on memory. ·   The controller may be attempting to connect to a tag on the
production controller that is not marked as manufactured. ·   The driver may be trying to connect to the Controller. This brand does not need to be configured to allow enough consumers. ·   Reduce the size or number of connections through this module. ·   One of the network modules between the module and the controller may be low on memory. Check
your system's network configuration. ·   The module may not be in memory. Check the system configuration and module options. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the
electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or
service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0302 Connection Request Error: Lack of communication bandwidth. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — the module has exceeded its communication
bandwidth capacity in the path. Increase the required packet interval (RPI) and reconfigure the network using rsnetworx. Distribute the load to another bridge module. 16#0303 Connection Request Error: No bridge available. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — the module has exceeded its
communication bandwidth capacity in the path. Distribute the load to another bridge module. 16#0304 Not configured to send scheduled data. Use rsnetworx for ControlNet software to plan or reschedulize the ControlNet network. 16#0305 Connection Request Error: The ControlNet configuration on the controller does not match the configuration on the
bridge. The ControlNet configuration on the controller does not match the configuration in the bridge module. This can occur because controlnet has been changed after the site has been scheduled, or because a new control program has been loaded into the controller. Use rsnetworx for ControlNet software to transfer connections. 16#0306 No control server
(CCM) available. The Network Configuration Control Server (CCM) could not be found. Modules 1756-CNB and PLC-5C are the only modules that can be CCM, and CCM must be node number 1. Verify that module 1756-CNB or PLC-5C is on node number 1 and is functioning correctly. This error can occur temporarily when the system is turned on and will
be erased when ccm is located. 16#0311 Connection Request Error: Invalid port. the controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. Verify that all modules in the I/O configuration tree are correct modules. 16#0312 Connection Request Error: Invalid link address. The controller is trying to set up a connection to the module



and received an error — an invalid link address has been specified. The link address can be a slot number, a network address, or a remote i/O chassis number, and an initial group. Make sure that the slot number you choose for this module is no larger than the rack size. Verify that the ControlNet node number is not greater than the maximum number of
nodes configured for the network in rsnetworx controlnet software. 16#0315 Connection Request Error: Invalid segment type. The segment type or route is invalid. Either: ·   the controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and received an error - the connection request is invalid ·   The module being used (i.e. the physical module) is different from
the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the
connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#0317 Connection Request Error: Connection not
scheduled. The controller is trying to set up a ControlNet connection with the module and an error has occurred. Use rsnetworx for ControlNet software to schedule or reschedule connections to this module. 16#0318 Connection Request Error: Invalid link address - cannot be routed to its own. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module
and has received an error — the link address is invalid. Verify that the associated ControlNet has the correct slot or node number selected. 16#0319 Connection Request Error: No secondary resources are available in the redundant chassis. The controller is trying to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — the redundant module does
not have the necessary resources to support the connection. Reduce the size or number of connections through this module, or add another controller or ControlNet module to your system. 16#031a Connection Request Error: Rack Connection Denied. The controller is attempting to set up a direct connection to the module and an error has occurred. Rack-
optimized connections already 1756-CNB/R in the same chassis. ·   Connect to this module via 1756-CNB/R in the same chassis. ·   Connect to this module via another 1756-CNB/R to use a direct connection. ·   Change the first connection from rack optimized to direct and then restore the second direct connection. ·   Connect to this module from the
controller in the same chassis as the module (do not connect via 1756-CNB/R. 16#031e Connection Request Error: Unable to consume tag. ·   The controller is attempting to connect to a tag on the production controller and an error has occurred. ·   The controller is attempting to connect to a tag on the controller it manufactures, and that tag has already been
used by too many consumers. Increase the maximum number of consumers on the brand. 16#031f Connection Request Error: Unable to use tag. No SC connection object (servicing controller) was found to match the symbol instance. 16#0322 Connection Request Error: Connection point mismatch A connection point has occurred. Either: ·   the new
connection you want does not match the existing connection. Check the controllers that use the connection to verify that all configurations are identical. ·   the desired connection is not a listener or type of control connection. Errors 16#0800 - 16#08ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solution 16#0800 The network link in the path to the module is
offline. There is no rendition. 16#0801 Incompatible multipurpose RPI. There is no rendition. 16#0810 No target application data available. The control application did not initialize the data to be created by the target device. This can be caused when send data connections are configured on the target device, and the control application for that target device
does not initialize the data to be created. For the target device associated with the Send Data connection, reporting this connection error, start the control application and make at least one write of the data. For information on how to do this, see the documentation for the target device and its control app. 16#0814 Connection Request Error: Data Type
Mismatch. Invalid connection status information found. Errors 16#fd00 - 16#08ff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#fd03 Connection Request Error: Required Connection missing The controller is attempting to set up a connection with the module and has received an error — this module requires a certain set of connections and
connection types, and one of these types of connections is missing. ·   Call technical support 16#fd04 Connection Request Error: No CST Master Detected Controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — this module requires a master CST in the chassis. ·   module (typically controller) in this chassis to be a CST
master. ·   Call technical support 16#fd05 Connection Request Error: No Axis or Group Assigned. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and has received an error — this module requires an assigned waste or group table. ·   Assign a group or an ad. ·   Call technical support 16#fd06 Transition error Command controller to transition
sercos ring to the new phase returned an error from the module. Check the duplicate nodes of the drive. 16#fd07 Incorrect SERCOS data transfer speed Attempt to configure sercos circuit failed. The baud rate for all devices must be the same and must be supported by disks and the SERCOS module. 16#fd08 SERCOS Comm Fault Mainly two sets of errors
can cause a comm error. – physical and interface errors. A possible source of physical errors is: ·   Broken ring ·   Loose connector ·   Optical fibers are not clean ·   Electrical noise caused by incorrect grounding of the drive ·   When you configure third-party drives, too many nodes occur on the ringing interface. A possible source of interface errors is: ·   No
SERCOS MST (protocol error) ·   Missed AT (disk did not send data when expected) ·   SERCOS timing error in phase 3 ·   An error in the drive data returned to SERCOS 16#fd09 Node Initialization Error Attempting to configure a node for a circular operation returned an error. Axis 16#fd0a Error Response Received From Motion Module. 16#fd0c Error
Miscellaneous GrandMaster Error The terminal device has a different grandmaster than the controller. 16#fd1f Wrong Security Log Format There was an error adding a safety net segment to the route. 16#fd20 No security job No security job running. 16#fd22 Chassis Size Mismatch Verify the number of physical I/O expansion modules configured for the
controller, and then update the number of modules selected from the I/O Extensions list on the General page in the Controller Properties dialog box. 16#fd23 Chassis Size Exceeded To verify the number of physical I/O extensions that the controller supports, open the Controller Properties dialog box and expand the I/O Extensions list on the General page.
Configure the number of physical I/O extension modules to match the selection in the i/o extension list. Errors 16#fe00 - 16feff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#fe01 Invalid configuration format detected. 16#fe02 Required packet interval (RPI) out of range. The specified packet requested interval (RPI) is invalid for this module. ·  
Valid RPI values can be found on the Connections tab. 16#fe03 Input connection point has not been set. Connection request error 16#fe04: Invalid input data pointer. 16#fe05 Connections Error: Invalid input data size. Either: ·   The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the
physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite
passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#fe06 Input force
point has not been set. 16#fe07 The output connection point has not been set. Connection request error 16#fe08: Invalid output data pointer. Connection request error 16#fe09: Invalid output data size. Either: ·   The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is
different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic
key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#fe0a The output force indicator has not
been set. 16#fe0b Invalid symbol string. Either: ·   The tag to be consumed in this module is invalid. Verify that the mark is marked as manufactured. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the
module has passed the electronic key test. This can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functions or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree. does not support
the connection or service that was attempted. Check the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. 16#fe0c Invalid PLC-5 instance number. The controller is attempting to set the connection with the PLC-5 and has received an error. Verify that the specified instance number has been
entered correctly in PLC-5. The 16#fe0d tag does not exist in the partner controller. The symbol instance number has not been determined. 16#fe0e firmware is being automatically updated. The module is being updated. 16#fe0f Automatic firmware update failed: The firmware file is not compatible with the module. The firmware administrator attempted to
update an unsupported module. 16#fe10 Automatic firmware update failed: Firmware file not found. The firmware file for the module update could not be found. 16#fe11 Automatic firmware update failed: Firmware file is invalid. The firmware file is corrupt. Automatic firmware update 16#fe12 failed. An error occurred while updating the module. Automatic
firmware update 16#fe13 failed: Active connections detected. Unable to free to target module. 16#fe14 Automatic firmware update pending: Search nvs file for the appropriate module identity. The firmware file is currently being read. 16#fe22 Connection type netparams target-to-originator is invalid. 16#fe23 Netparams target-to-originator connection does not
specify whether unicast is enabled. Errors 16#ff00 - 16#ffff Code String Explanation and Possible Causes/Solutions 16#ff00 Connection Request Error: No connection instance. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. Verify that the physical module is the same as the module (or is a compatible module) as
in the software. If the 1756-DHRIO module is on a remote chassis (connected over a ControlNet network), verify that the network was scheduled using RSNetWorx software. Even after the network has been scheduled using RSNetWorx for ControlNet software, if you are online, and if 1756-DHRIO is configured only for the DH+ network, a #ff00 module (no
connection instance) may crash. The module communicates correctly even if Faulted is displayed as its state in the Module Properties dialog box. Ignore the error message and fault status and continue. 16#ff01 Connection Request Error: The path to the module is too long. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has
occurred. Verify that the path to this module is a valid length. 16#ff04 Remote Controller Map Instance attempted to access the connection when it was in an invalid state. 16#ff08 Connection Request Error: Invalid path to module. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. that the path to this module is a valid
length. Module 16#ff0b Configuration Invalid: Wrong Format. Either: ·   The module configuration is invalid. ·   The module that is used (i.e. the physical module) is different from the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and therefore causes a connection or service to fail. A problem may occur even if the module has passed the electronic key test. This
can result in disable keying or compatible module options being used in the module configuration instead of the exact match option. Despite passing the electronic key test, the connected module does not have the same functionality or settings as the module specified in the I/O configuration tree and does not support a connection or service attempt. Check
the module that is in use to verify that it exactly matches the module specified in the Logix Designer I/O configuration tree. Connection request error 16#ff0e: No connections were received to the bridge. The controller is attempting to set up a connection to the module and an error has occurred. Tags: allen-bradleycontrollerfaultI/Oissueplc allen-
bradleycontrollerfaultI/Oissueplc
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